
Grand word struggling Sheikh Osama Bin Laden  

 Praise be to God Com and phentermine, and Self We seek refuge with 
Allah from the evils of ourselves and our evils of dairy God is 

misleading it is not mislead Hadi him, and I testify that there is no god 
but God alone is not a partner, I certify that Mohamed Abdou and His 
Messenger  
 After ..  

 How expensive Islamic nation in general and to our folks stationed in 
steadfast silence fronts and Iraq in particular to the scholars and 
thanks to the leaders and members of groups cards shuras and the 
clan elders and proud to Mujahideen brothers peace be upon you and 

God's mercy and blessings be upon you.  
 Now you about my conspiracies remove the Zionist Crusader alliance 
led by America in collaboration with their agents in the region to steal 
the fruit of the holy Jihad in the Rafidain land ..  What is incumbent on 

us to disrupt these plots??  

 You are well aware that America is seeking various ways gestures 
military and political stabilization forces in Iraq when the military 

realized strapped increased the activity of political and media 
deceptive Muslims and the pursuit of intrigue to lure clan purchase 

motivation for the formation of councils under the pretext of damage 
Asahoat also claimed refrained from so many clans free father She 

refused to sell debt or profaned honour Please God that solace on the 
right and makes asset for supporting Islam and bless them in 

themselves and their families and property and God hath good.  
 While some responded vulnerable souls whom lost deceiver Abdel 

Sattar Abu feather and some Jay These traitors denominations and the 
nation and dragged themselves is followed by shame and scandal and 

shame ..  Shame follow forever unless repent and evil traders who 
deal in their creed and religion followers Vipheonh physically 
ephemeral Yet not enjoy the lion of Islam has Aajlhm death penalty to 

deter them and their ilk did not sing them something Bush and his 
soldiers Fajsroa world and the Hereafter is Losing indicated.  

 I recommend walked in the path of seduction that prove this disbelief 
and shame repenting Nasouh said God: (Except those who repent after 

that the mend, Allah is Forgiving, Most Merciful).  
 The recruitment of dead from tribal leaders axis, the axis of another 

America which seeks with its agents in the region to form a new 
government loyal to the Gulf States as Governments instead of the 

Government-Malki; called behalf of the Government of National Unity 
and also the name becomes many people, especially those who are 

tired of war must at Muslims must know the truth of this government 
prior arrangement by the Government of National Unity means to 

meet all spectrums of people to maximize homeland maximize than 



glorifying any sacred that they have no home floor is higher than 

deaths in the meet everyone in the middle of the road and fairly happy 
solutions, which means that abandon Baathists and the rest of the 

other parties on the principles and abandon some Muslims also 
expressed some religion Under this matter that is satisfactory to 
arbitration legislation status and the participation of Islamic law in the 
analysis and interdiction such participation is a way out of the trap of 

the largest denominations mukhallad owned in the fire, including We 
seek refuge in God.  
 On behalf of the nation and national advocated the Gulf States of 
America for violating Iraq's suffering people are suffering from the 

scourge of all that is not even write off the country from the map as 
they claimed and the truth is that fear that they do not strike the 
homeland is their ally Saddam had previously written off, but Iraq will 
not delete the name of the nation and national is the empowerment of 

Salepien today in the land of Mesopotamia also to install a puppet 

government in advance of the expected American existence of consent 
over the Great American bases in Iraq and give Americans what will 

come out of Iraqi oil under the oil-law to continue to subjugate and 
absolute domination of the rest of the region, but it was regrettable 

that participate in this treason parties and affiliated groups for 
information, advocacy and Jihad This typecasting truth with falsehood 

people watched some of these leaders are directly cooperating with 
the Americans as did the leader of the party which called Balaslami 

explicitly called for a long-term security agreements with America and 
the opinion of other people are also leaders cooperate indirectly, 

through Agents of America in the region, particularly the country's 
Governor-Haramain could not kindergartens to receive and support 

these leaders only on the condition of consent for a national unity 
government, and are wise to consider including the results of the 
leadership of Hamas since lost its religion did not recognize them when 

Dnyaha obeyed Riyadh Governor and other state to enter into national 
unity and respect international covenants unjust Could the honest 

children in Hamas to correct its course and also the rulers of Riyadh 
Agua Hamas leaders so seek to lure groups in Iraq Vigadwa burning 

eyes of the members of some groups to move safely in the Gulf States 
to take support, but not officially, that is what rejects groups, but 

support is passed on behalf of the collection Voluntary contributions 
from some scholars and preachers informal many of them in what they 

are men loyal to the State seeking to implement its policy in Iraq for 
the withdrawal of carpet from under the feet of the truthful Mujahideen 

consequence of these scientists advocates persuade the leaders of 
these groups as a condition previously complacent government of 

national unity as well as urging them stop malicious propaganda 



against Islamic State of Iraq and fight if possible, the adoption of this 

fierce campaign by the military and the media and one of the most 
astonishing wonders how missed these leaders secretariat in leash and 

went into its hands in the hands of one father enemies Governor 
Riyadh which proved difficult and collusion with America to invade Iraq 
and whether secret today Muslim boys as well as scholars and elders 
and leaders of mujahideen that this ruling is significant and American 

agents in the region have taken upon themselves the lobbying and 
taming every free Afif Secretary-Sharif to jar a way abolished and 
seduction that the road chosen for himself is in the ninth decade of his 
life through betrayal of the religion and the nation and to undergo 

Crusader Zionist Alliance will Evil way Hla released, but returned 
scholars and workers to secretaries through adulthood that is what we 
wish.  
 Advocates of this approach and justify their cooperation with the 

enemies of the nation's governors and their clients region strongly 

horrors inflicted on the people of Islam by the Army Corps Sadr, as 
well as treachery led by Abdul Aziz al-Hakim and employees of the Al-

Dawa Al-Maliki within the Government and outside.  
 I would say that these crimes have exceeded all limits and the people 

of Islam do not believed rights, but the facts on the ground there is 
one knows our brothers in Iraq and these people have ambitions, as 

well as targets in the interpretation of their crimes outside of Iraq and 
all that it is possible to stop these crimes militias and demolition 

relying on God God then Standardization efforts of the mujahideen 
fighting against the invaders and their accomplices and those Muslims 

generally support of the mujahideen have everything they need Haz 
Prince Ahmed Abu Musab Al-Khalayla Alzraquaoui for God's mercy and 

his cane lead in lifting brigade to expose these criminals and to stop 
the fight and provide them instead of Tnasrohm Kzltamohm and the 
mujahideen Thbttm fighting these people and divide into two fighting 

and fighting the Americans only honorable resistance fighting either of 
these militias and renegade members of the army and police who are 

supporters of America and tools occupy Iraq and the killing of its 
members are resisting administrator dishonest Taatbraun owners of 

these divisions as revealed by God from the Sultan has been Allaah 
peace and fighting cousins of Quraish Religion is what protects blood 

and not race or nation has horizons in this curriculum perverse 
Asahabkm dozens of parents, scientists, Sultan-Haramain officials in 

the country, and the other giving a great opportunity for these militias 
that continue to destroy crops and cattle.  

 Trjawa did not follow escape routes that the ship not being on class  
 Eight had to pay your evil of those who Dfkm for further infidels and 

renegade governments either had to be you that your brothers who 



have Tsarhawwa Atmanokm and Ataokm to render it not be an Islamic 

state must be Thblgohm you have actually agreed on the matter and 
Rdeetm State and national unity and the true state unit pagan High 

floor is not where God Almighty but for a homeland and I located 
claimed the Rapid disruption to obey God in themselves and in their 
nation and not miss the fruit of these smart pure blood that spilled for 
a religion and the empowerment of the State of Muslims.  

 Izawa and to the right, to return to the right is better than going too 
far in the wrong.  
 The Mujahideen brothers to be on us to abort that serious 
conspiracies aimed at aborting Jihad in the land of Iraq and preventing 

an Islamic state on the entire land of the Rafidain support and 
assistance to the people of Islam everywhere and spoil America in the 
scheme of dividing Iraq and the first line of defense for our nation, I 
say that I the greatest duties to unite the efforts of all mujahideen 

truthful with each other to stand shoulder to shoulder fighting to be 

the word of God is supreme and strive to disrupt all evil, it is useful 
here to recall the previous attempt to collect a speech by Afghan 

mujahideen commanders important lesson relevant apropos we had 
with Sheikh Abdullah Azzam God's mercy and after months of seeking 

to achieve unity of him and remove obstacles that claimed some have 
prevented the unity and removed after claiming another obstacle and 

so on until we have the result summed up Sheikh Abdullah God's 
mercy words to illustrate the difficulty of the task and attaches princes 

Emirate said Can waive Governor Riyadh on the wisdom of the 
governor or vice Jordan for a meeting and unity of the nation??  Was 

the answer can not be said of brotherhood and swordfish will not waive 
the captain or the wisdom of view, and vice versa.  

 It was one of the mujahideen felt very good in these leaders and the 
older and much is the experience of a long life with people, we then 
Nnfr severity of them and I will try to say that you brought some 

saying that the sum of these leaders traders them leadership and 
personal lust Introduction to the case and we do not believe his words 

in them than other aware of the correct perception of people and 
events does not hide the consequence that the Mgabn bones and then 

with the passage of days and follow the facts, things are unclear and 
ratify saying, in some events, but came to make sure things that we 

never expect we enacted by the small and limited experience in those 
days and today You have learned that the Northern Alliance led by 

Rabbani and Sayyaf became fishermen and supporters of America 
against Mujahideen in Afghanistan as well as the situation in Iraq.  

 The party Islamic militant groups and some pro-American Muslims in 
Kafr Buah Rose Ganji not be powerless only God Almighty must 

Members of the Islamic Party and those factions fighting to desist from 



their leaders and their parties correct paths communities failing 

Vliatdhiroa these leaders hypocritical and attend mujahedin truthful in 
the land Iraq has made America many efforts by the leaders to 

persuade Afghans by the Governments of Riyadh and Islamabad to 
engage in a national unity government with any communists and 
secularists who came from the west and hired some men Riyadh 
scientists informal so that they penetrate the ranks of the mujahideen 

who were influential preachers instigators of the people to jihad and 
attending large amounts of money to the leaders of the mujahideen on 
time asked the Afghan leaders to unite with the Communists and 
secularists under the name of the State of National Unity and then 

appeared to be what they are bad scientists and businessmen 
Juggernaut Faqamwa disable project unity among leaders of the 
mujahidin and when someone Agerwa money funds and hospitality 
that supported because the head of Afghanistan and then not 

honoured him and the enemy but for this promise Matalna presidential 

chair in the unit is also very clear to us in the end that he had held his 
decision with the prime intelligence Riyadh, which came to the gospel 

itself to follow up the matter in collaboration with the Pakistani 
intelligence was the messenger of the This commander of the worlds 

known scientists informal knowing that most leaders had agreed that 
the implementation of the pressure Riyadh and Islamabad.  

 And then, efforts have been made to disrupt this and foremost is 
room for a breakdown and the like tonight exactly the Government still 

Riyadh today to the same roles with malignant many of the leaders of 
Islamic Action and mujahideen leaders in our nation else God they 

have been trying to collect reasons for failure Afghan leaders that the 
decision was Unity their hands and it is difficult for many people to 

appreciate the interest of jihad and the nation if they are party to that 
equation Vttalps leaders or Prince general matters bat and believed 
that he and his party better than driving a pan-Mujahideen in the 

interests of religion and here is his commitment to the Emirate and 
enlarges his mistakes other leaders and parties and finds himself and 

his mistakes Just this case, the defendant is at the same time, the 
judge is not able to govern itself should retire emirate and the waiver 

for the benefit of another Amir could meet most of the Muslims and 
their experience in this catastrophe like kings and presidents in our 

country and reflect on where their objections and excuses it appears 
not rise to the floor and to delay the meeting mostly revolves around 

things Achievement of the Principality, but the secrets that led to the 
loss of the most important necessities of religion and self-supply and 

noon disbelief prevailed in Kabul and corruption and cut roads and 
shed blood and violated the symptoms and the looted money and went 

Wind Mujahideen were words 


